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ABSTRACT With the rapid growth of multimedia services, the burden of infrastructure is becoming heavier, which may not guarantee a high-quality experience for users. Whether the multimedia category is video on demand (VOD), live broadcast, or social media is a hot issue. Traditionally, content delivery network (CDN) service providers deploy servers as close to clients as possible to reduce latency. CDN is an overlay network mainly responsible for routing requests, distribution, delivery, and audit. As a supplement to computing and storage capacity, CDN service providers have begun migrating some of their services to the cloud to focus on the delivery process. At the same time, the collaboration between CDN service providers promotes scalability to meet the growing number of requests. However, the underlying physical layer needs to be improved. The cost of the traditional underlying network is very high and cannot be easily expanded. The concept of software definition network (SDN) is proposed to solve these problems. SDN functions are divided into control layer and data layer. In the SDN, the global view is achieved to receive information by centralization, and then the deployment is dynamically adjusted to control the network. In this paper, we summarize the advantage structure and problems of a newly developed system SDCDN (software defined content distributed network). We introduce similar research progress. Then we summarize the current situation of SDN and CDN, compare and analyze their advantages and disadvantages, and finally put forward the directions of open issues and the future research.

INDEX TERMS Content delivery network (CDN), multimedia service, network architecture, routine, software defined network (SDN).

I. INTRODUCTION

With the goal [1], [2], [3] of providing fast, reliable, and available distribution services, content delivery network (CDN) has developed rapidly from the beginning of 2000. Thanks to the architecture of the CDN in Fig.1, it is a network of servers that are distributed globally to deliver content efficiently to users. The primary goal of CDN is to reduce the latency and improve the user experience by delivering content from the server closest to the user. When a user clicks on a content on the app, the app requests the IP address for the URL from the local DNS (Domain Name System) system. The local DNS system directs the user to the selected cache server in the user's region. The device provides the user with the IP address of the selected cache server and directs them to send the request to that server. The selected cache server responds by delivering the requested content to the user's device.
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storing copies of popular content on servers which are closer to the users. CDN uses a technique called load balancing to distribute the traffic among the servers in the network. This ensures that the load is distributed evenly among the servers, and there is no single point of failure. CDN also uses various optimization techniques to improve the performance of the website. For example, it uses techniques such as minification, compression, and caching to reduce the size of the website’s content and improve the page load time.

There are several network architectures dedicated to content distribution. Information-centric networking (ICN) is a networking paradigm that emphasizes content rather than its location. In ICN, data is addressed by content name rather than by host or location. ICN aims to enable efficient and secure content distribution by leveraging in-network caching and multicast. ICN is designed to handle the growing demand for content distribution and to address the limitations of traditional IP-based networking. Named Data Networking (NDN) is an architecture built on top of ICN principles. NDN is a data-centric approach to networking that aims to replace the current host-to-host communication model with a content-centric model. In NDN, every piece of data has a unique name, and routers use this name to route requests and responses. NDN is designed to provide more efficient and secure content distribution by leveraging in-network caching and multicast. Overlay networking refers to a network topology where a virtual network is built on top of an existing physical network. The virtual network can be used to provide additional functionality, such as security or quality of service (QoS), that is not available in the underlying physical network. Overlay networks can be created using various techniques, such as VPNs or software-defined networking (SDN).

Overlay networking and P2P networking are more general network topologies that can be used for a variety of applications. CDN has various applications in improving website performance. Firstly, the cost of CDN’s construction is still high. Setting up and maintaining a CDN can be expensive, especially for smaller websites; secondly, it is difficult to guarantee content consistency. CDN caching can result in outdated or inconsistent content being delivered to users; thirdly, CDN can increase the attack surface of the website, and vulnerabilities in the CDN network can result in security breaches; fourthly, the configuration of CDN is complex. CDN requires proper configuration and management to ensure that the content is delivered efficiently and consistently. In order to solve these problems, the concept of software definition network (SDN) is proposed. SDN is a network architecture that separates the network control plane from the data plane, enabling administrators to dynamically manage and optimize network resources. Here is a brief description of the SDN architecture, working, and advantages through Fig.3.

The SDN architecture consists of three main components: the control layer, data layer, and application layer. Control layer contains the SDN controller, which communicates with the network devices and manages the network’s routing policies and configurations. The controller also receives information about the network’s topology and traffic patterns from the data layer. The data layer includes the network devices that forward data traffic based on the decisions made by the SDN controller. These devices can be traditional switches and routers or more specialized devices designed for SDN environments. The application layer includes various network services and applications that can run on top of the SDN controller. Examples include network monitoring, load balancing, and security applications. In an SDN network, the

FIGURE 1. Workflow of CDN.
control layer and data layer are separated, and the control layer is managed by a centralized controller. The controller communicates with the network devices, such as switches and routers, through a protocol such as OpenFlow. The controller defines policies and rules for traffic management, and the network devices implement these policies by forwarding traffic according to the rules defined by the controller.

SDN has some advantages as following: simplified network management. SDN simplifies network management by providing a centralized view of the network and enabling administrators to define policies and rules that can be easily implemented by the network devices; improved network agility. SDN enables network resources to be dynamically allocated and optimized, improving network agility and flexibility; enhanced security. SDN provides a centralized view of the network, enabling administrators to monitor and control traffic more effectively, thereby improving network security.

Considering an example of SDN used by a large e-commerce website. The website experiences a sudden surge in traffic during a holiday season, and the network is unable to handle the increased traffic load, resulting in slow page load times and a poor user experience. To address this issue, the network administrator uses a SDN controller to dynamically allocate network resources and optimize traffic flow. The controller analyzes traffic patterns and identifies bottlenecks, and then dynamically allocates resources to handle the increased traffic load.

By adapting a variety of new platforms and technologies, and putting some functions to the newly introduced modules, such as transcoding and computing by using the large-scale computing processing capacity of the cloud platform, accurate control and flexible feedback of the underlying network data by using SDN, CDN can meet the current development needs and facilitate the solution in combination with the underlying network status and other factors. The software defined content distribution network is a new distribution network architecture constructed by coupling CDN and SDN. This architecture integrates storage, computing resources and networks to improve the service performance of end-to-end applications [124], [125].

Since only a few literatures have mentioned the structure of coupling SDN and CDN, we have summarized the existing SDCDN methods and sorted out the general structure. We have analyzed and summarized this structure in many aspects: the research status and problems. Our mainly purpose is mainly improving the quality of multimedia services by considering the situations from the two aspects to improve the QoS/QoE. The information could be shared more convenient so that to make the adjustment suitable. From the view of the CDN, the routing information we get is more complete than requiring indirectly from the side of the clients or servers. From the perspective of the SDN, the clients’ experience or the servers’ state could be known to design a better path for the delivery. Although it will take new problems, the two advantages added to one architecture is meaningful for the latest trend. Through this paper, we will introduce the researches and evolution of the SDN and CDN, then we will introduce the current situation and
future direction of the SD-CDN architecture by 8 categories: scenarios, architecture, routine deployment, interoperability between the SDN and CDN, the applications of machine learning algorithms in SDN-based CDN, standardization, and cross-cutting approaches. Over this process, more than 140 related papers are reviewed.

Many excellent surveys [102], [103], [104], [114] have aimed at the depth of one domain such as routing, deployment and architecture. In the case, our research is in a relatively new field, so except to talk about the related work as the evolutionary, the directions for the exploration from various angles are the focus in this paper. Thus, the framework will be more practical by using the plans through the exploration. Then, we clarify the related work as the categories with time elapsing in Section II, and conclude in Fig.2. Section III summarizes the general architecture and the procedure of the work. Combined with the current development respectively, we analyze the problems to give directions of the future researches. In section IV, we introduce the potential research directions to optimize the SDN-based CDN. Section V concludes the paper and discusses our future work.

II. RESEARCHES AND EVOLUTION
A. CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK
There have been many changes in the development of CDN: from a single CDN to cooperation among CDNs; From the basic CDN to the new mode of developing P2P to the content distribution network of mixed structure. Now, when we mention CDN, we have defaulted to include P2P. In the current research, the new architecture based on CDN is still being explored.

First of all, regarding the definition and architecture of inter CDN, IETF first proposes the concept of CDI [80](content delivery inter). Turrini [81] describes, deploys and evaluates the architecture of CDI, allowing each CD to expand the number of potential users in CDI, so that users can obtain content more quickly. Generally, the system is constructed based on star topology and in a semi centralized manner, that is, there is an authoritative CDN in a certain number of CDN that is responsible for registration, request transfer, etc. in this set, and the protocol in the CDI structure is called rieps (routing IEP for star topology). Sarma and Setua [116] proposes a hybrid cdni on the cdni architecture. Compared with a single cdni, its search time and content transmission time are shorter. At the same time, the classic problems in the content distribution network, such as request routing and content distribution, are redesigned, analyzed and tested under the new architecture. Buyya and Pathan [82] proposes a peer-to-peer interconnected CDN system based on VO (Virtual Organization), which is called CSDN system. There are individuals and groups sharing resources in a VO. The components of the VO network include the service registry function and the VO scheduler responsible for the coordination function. Participants register through the service registration module and access resources according to the established rules.

As for each individual CDN in the inter CDN, the independent and universal content distribution network architecture has always been the focus of academic research. After eight years of research on the content distribution network architecture, Ganjam and Siddiqui [58] divides the control layer of CDN into two parts, one is the decision-making layer and the other is the model layer. The lower layer is responsible for collecting local real-time data and making some decisions, and then uploading the data to the upper layer to make near optimal global decisions from a global perspective, and then act on the local part to adjust. That is, from the fine-grained decision algorithm to the coarse-grained calculation, and then to the fine-grained level. This not only ensures the strategy for individual diversity, but also deploys the overall situation. Alasaad and Gopalakrishnan [59] creates a helper role to assist the content distribution network in order to alleviate the computing capacity of the edge server, reduce the purchase and maintenance costs in the content distribution network, as well as the bandwidth and energy structure of the ISP. When the ability of the server to process the request is insufficient to meet the user’s needs and the QoS index is affected, the edge server delivers the content to the helper, and the helper provides the content delivery for the user. Ma and Wang [60] push the devices that cache content closer to the user, change the basic CD architecture, redesign the workflow and protocol between the CDN edge server and the more “close” smart router, including how to schedule content and how to cache. Meanwhile, the paper also discusses the relationship between intelligent routing and video on demand rate, the response speed of replicas, and the indicators that affect content caching.

Deep into the characteristic of roles in CDN, the content is owned by Content Provider; the content needs the delivery service provided by the CDN service provider. Delivery service contains not only the servers but also the network layer. The CDN service providers pay fees for the underlying to ISP such as China Mobile, and China Unicom. The service object is the client. Wichthuber and Reinecke [19] analyze the advantages of CDN service providers and ISP. It has the detailed topology information and the direct information for the state of networks as an ISP, while the CDN service providers possess the state of servers and the strategies for redirecting. The cooperation between CDN service providers and ISPs is a better solution for flash crowds and congestion problems. Meanwhile, the paper also refers to the latest research and gave an improved plan for migrating the redirected requests, and this resulted in the seamless procedure of redirecting to the suitable servers in CDN.

However, with the development of the Internet, in the face of these rapidly changing business needs, CDN has encountered a new challenge: its response speed seems inadequate. In addition, it also faces the problems of complex operation and maintenance management and low resource utilization. The design idea of separating SDN control from forwarding and the open, flexible and programmable features provide a new way to solve the problems faced by the development...
of CDN. Simply put, CDN solves the problem of slow user access response due to small bandwidth of backbone network, large user access and uneven distribution of network points by caching content near the edge of the network and dispatching user requests to the optimal server through load balancing technology. Faced with rapidly changing Internet applications and business needs, CDN supports fast deployment and high scalability of business.

One possible solution is to move toward pipelining. The core idea of pipelined CDN is to reduce the CDN from the application layer of IP to the transport layer, which is equivalent to the content transport layer overlaid on the IP network. At present, China Telecom [127] CDN 3.0 has achieved loose coupling between business system and CDN, standardized interface, and initially reached the goal of pipelining. However, it still faces some technical challenges and problems: 1. Unable to quickly respond to the new business requirements, such as content encoding format, transmission and service protocols, terminal types, and business requirements differentiation are constantly changing. Existing architectures and business processes make CDNs unable to respond to these changes in demand. 2. Operations and management of complex CDNs mostly use proprietary hardware devices, or use generic hardware but require dedicated installations. Faced with large-scale applications, complex business logic and difficult operation and maintenance management, CDN operators have high complexity and high operating costs. 3. Low utilization rate of resources in idle time. Device processing power is usually designed to meet peak performance requirements, and these redundant capabilities cannot be opened when idle. Peak average utilization and resilience of CDN nodes are lower than those indicated in hardware resource sharing mode.

B. SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORK

At the beginning of multimedia popularity, the purpose of service is only hop-by-hop delivery through the traditional networks, which is the best-effort mechanism and does not require quality. Due to the large amount of traffic and the guarantee for quality, the emergency of the CDN is widely used, which is an overlay network. The reason for bringing SDN into the field is also striving for the better quality of service. Egilmez and Dane [14] modify the algorithms in the controller module of the SDN so that the delay would decrease, which was an important metric in the multimedia field. The modules in the controller layer of the SDN could be subdivided into six categories, which are the topology management, routing management, flow management, routing calculation, emergency control, and flow regulation. The routing management is responsible for storing the information about the link capacity, the state of the link, and so on. This mainly aids in the module of routing calculation. The common routing algorithm is the constrained shortest path algorithm [15].

Then, the development is not limited to modifying the existing module. The architecture of the SDN will be reconsidered. The classic architectures which are specific to QoS are IntServ [23] and DiffServ [24]. The choice of path is in line with the routing protocol in the IntServ. It is easy to make the decision, but the disadvantage is that the result is not optimal, and the dropping packets may occur in the process. The DiffServ improves the shortage of scalability in the IntServ, nor the quality of end-to-end service. Owens II and Durresi [22] design an architecture based on SDN, and analyze the protocol, applications, then evaluate the proposed architecture called VSDN compared with IntServ and DiffServ. The VSDN takes the actions to offset the MPLS, which allows the dynamic configuration for routing path, and plays a role as a packet shaper by setting a traffic specification module on the edge switch.

Although the field of multimedia has the universal property, the different applications of multimedia have the fine-sorted characteristic. The live streaming has higher demand on delay, and others may focus more on the resolution. Paraguay and Fernández [25] propose three flow models for different multimedia services. The QoS parameters module is designed for distinguishing the applications, and the parameters contain the type of data structure, priority, QoS level, and devices. Then, the parameters will be sent to the module of routing management. The routing management module could be subdivided into three parts that are device management, topology management, and flow management. The device management confirms and tracks the location for devices based on the MAC address and IP address, the topology management deal with the information about the capacity of the link and switch, and the flow management issues the flow tables to the switches according to the information of path and priority. The research has developed from only modifying the modules to adding the modules to improve the performance.

Generally speaking, the architecture of SDN mainly consists of three layers: application layer, control layer and infrastructure layer. Usually, the functions of the application layer are divided into three main parts: collecting data, processing data, and issuing decisions. Then the application layer connects to the control layer through the north interface: The control layer uploads data to the application layer for analysis and decision making. The application layer sends decisions to the control layer. The control layer sends data flow to the infrastructure layer according to the decision making, and performs corresponding operations on the infrastructure layer. The control layer controls the infrastructure layer in a logically centralized way. It is the hub connecting the application layer and the control layer. It can obtain the global information of the lower network, and is responsible for maintaining the network topology, state information and so on. On the control layer, the controller is the main component of the control layer. Controllers are connected through east-west interfaces inside the control layer. The control layer receives network data, device status and other information obtained.
from the data forwarding layer, and sends instructions as data streams to the infrastructure layer through the south interface. The infrastructure layer does not have control logic. After receiving the rules for the control layer transfers, information is transferred through the data flow. The architecture of SDN can be seen in Fig. 3.

Next, the interaction between SDN and CDN is closer, and the information will be shared to make a better decision for routing strategies and so on. Gurmani and Scharf [16] introduce ALTO into the architecture based on SDN. The definition of RFC7285 explains the service of supporting the optimal plan for the flow traffic in the application layer and provides more information about the network, such as maximal bandwidth, minimal crossing domain, and cost. Li and Doh [21] promote the architecture for the mixture of SDN and ALTO. The application scene is specific to CDN. So the process is that the ALTO servers receive the information from SDN, then send it with self-information to the redirected cluster of CDN servers. The cluster would choose a suitable edge server to deliver the content to clients. Meanwhile, the security problem was also considered.

Through the precise positioning of ISP subnets, links, and nodes by monitoring of SDN, the limited value of the buffer would be calculated, Nam and Kim [17] recommend the optimal download rate dynamically combined with metrics of QoE in case of congestion. This characteristic of SDN also will be a benefit in load balancing due to its global view. Rego and Bonfim [18] supply the function of load balancing in the Openflow by defining the threshold, which decides when to add or remove the servers in the cloud to achieve the balance.

The routing algorithms consider both improving the QoE and guaranteeing the load balancing as mentioned above. Chen and Qiu [20] propose two routing algorithms: bandwidth-aware video content selection and the trigger of the threshold for load balancing into the algorithm. When the overload occurs, the content would be replicated to another server in accordance with its capacity.

Although the field of SDN for video is mainly limited in the range of routing and load balancing, the scope has been extended into dynamic adaptive streaming HTTP. Hue and Chen [30] utilize the dynamic programming of SDN. The dash player initialize and chose the bitrate lower than the aiming to deliver through the adaptive algorithms. Once the value of the buffer triggers the threshold, the bitrate would turn into the aiming until stable. Then, the service manager could change the bitrate to call other modules again.

C. CONCLUSION OF CURRENT SITUATION

By integrating network, storage and computing resources, the software defined content delivery network makes up for the incomplete and inaccurate acquisition of the underlying network information by the CDN. At the same time, sdcdn transfers some computing functions to the cloud platform for processing, so as to focus more on strengthening the core responsibilities of decision-making such as server deployment, cache allocation, redirection routing and pricing in the software defined content distribution network. In combination with its own ability to collect application layer information in the distribution network, sdcdn provides good services to users.

In general, most research in this field pointed to how to improve the current state but seldom talked about when to change it. Uzakgider and Cetinkaya [26] mainly concentrate on this based on the Markov decision process and information of network provided by SDN and Liu and Ding [105] propose to solve this using a constrained reinforcement learning-based resource allocation algorithm. Under the circumstance of maintaining the quality of service and decreasing the switching routing path, the timing is calculated by the learning-based algorithms. The rewards function in the algorithm returned results to adjust the timing.

Although the topics about how to deal with the different kinds of video streaming have been studied, how to differentiate whether it is a video is still unsolved. McKeown [5] propose an inspection-free traffic-aware technology compared to DPI and inspected the matching level with classic video pattern through the growth rate of download and the total traffic. Then, the cycling of the ‘on-off’ pattern is checked.

The two parameters together concluded whether the pattern was.

Due to the benefit of SDN and CDN, it is used in various application scenes. Wang and Xu [28] optimize the kernel forwarding tables to achieve the seamless upload and download of videos on the campus. The design for gateways and video servers is categorized into three parts to satisfy the seamless technology, which were front-end connecting and choosing, back-end forwarding, and the bridge of OpenVsswitch. Guck and Reisslein [29] add queue links model to assign the resource, the most critical issue is to improve the control loop through the network calculus and a delay-constrained least-cost routing algorithm to guarantee the hard real-time of QoS in the industrialization.

Wu and Hou [44] divide the workflow for transmission of multimedia into six-step steps, which involve compression, controlling QoS in the application layer, continuously distributed service, flow servers, synchronization, and protocols. Specific to CDN, the service is provided among flow servers to guarantee QoS and even QoE, which include storage servers, index servers, and edge serve. The technologies contain filtering, broadcast, replica, and fault tolerance to provide complete distribution.

III. A GENERAL REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

With the consideration of the architecture for SDN and CDN, the design for SDCDN is in the light of functions to divide into five layers, from the top to bottom which includes
Inter-CDN management layer, Intra-CDN management layer, SDN controller layer, the layer for CDN edge servers and data layer. The first layer is charged for cooperation including the disposition of revenue, coordination and protocols. The second decides how to choose the edge servers, placement, and cache whose jobs is the same to the independent CDN management. Then, the communication between CDN and SDN depends on the northern API of SDN which connects with the upper application CDN, so that to the share information and make the decisions to direct the data layer.

Initialization, the inner adjustment starts to deploy first in the SDCDN in Fig. 4. The register module records the cooperative providers and marks the policy between them in the Inter-CDN management. The Intra-CDN management decide how to choose the edge server through the preference, cost, performance, popularity and so on, the emergency like congestion and flash crowds is considered into it due to it occurs more often, so the dynamic adjustment needs urgently. And it also decide whether to need the other providers’ help. Then, it issues the order to the SDN controller through the northern API, so that to give a direction about the forwarding tables. After that, the SDN controller communicates with the data layer through the southern API in accordance with Openflow protocol.

The more detailed description in Fig. 5. When the requests sponsored by the clients, the switches modify the head of the packet to direct it to the Intra-CDN cluster. The server for redirecting will find a suitable cache server for the client to get the content, the suitable cache server is chosen through the information of Intra-CDN and SDN, then how to transfer the packets of requests depends on the data layer. So the Intra-CDN layer communicates with the SDN controller to inform the decision, the switches forward the packets to the destination according to the decision. The packets arrived the cache server, the necessary check will be performed to look for whether a needed cache exits. If it is in the cache server, then the content will be delivered to the client. Or else, it will notify the origin server to pass the content to this server, then the server could deliver the content to the client. Kleinrouweler and Cabrero [31] illustrate the shortage of this way, so the client could receive the content from the origin server directly.

Then, the next step is to consider that how to evaluate and choose the indexes in SDCDN, the aspect for how to achieve the standard from different angles as mentioned before. We will add the control logic and strategies into the framework SDCDN, then we take suitable indexes to measure the performance. Some researches has studied the characteristics of these indexes. Maia and Yehia [63] summarize the evaluation into three categories which were subjective, objective and hybrid. The subjective evaluation contain single stimulus, double stimulus, the objective evaluation contain full-reference metric, reduced-reference metric and so on, the hybrid contained RNN, regression mode, and etc. Through the MSE and PCC, it proves its precision. Juluri and Tamarapalli [64] classify four levels to evaluate QoE including system level, environment level, user level and content level according to the delivery technologies. Bouraqia and Sabir [106] sum up five methods to measure the QoE. The mainly technologies involve real-time video streaming,
real-time messaging protocol streaming, progressive download streaming, and HTTP-based adaptive bitrate streaming. The indexes of QoE in the system level were just like dropping rate, delay, the indexes in the environment level were location, in the user level contain preference and history logs and in the content level were bit rate and visual quality. How to measure these is also introduced in this paper. Through the information which is measured, the related work applied for the realistic scenes to adjust the state of network dynamically.

We have witnessed the latest researches in the cooperation field of multimedia and software defined network. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to systematically introduce the complete framework for SDCDN.

Due to the benefits involved much, we not only connect the network layer to the application layer, but also consider the cooperation between CDN service providers. There exits the exploration for cooperation. Courcoubetis and Gyarmati [89] maximize the benefits of ISP and CSP, and trade off the transit cost savings and monetization of QoE from cost, profits and churn to talk about. Then, it proposes a plan for paying and supplying clients with bandwidth. Pathan and Buyya [90] explain the cooperation between CDNs to solve the congestion and flash crowds, and build the utility model to expose the usage benefits. Then, it designs an algorithm to choose the least load of servers and proves it through the response time, fault rate and so on. Liu and Yang [107] propose an cooperation mechanism to solve the loading balance issue in mobile end.

Through the trace-driven or data-driven approaches in the system presented in Section III-F the decision is derived from three parts. Firstly, it considers the circumstance of its own service provider. Secondly, it contains the results of the negotiation from cooperated service providers. Finally, it takes the network situations as the reference. Then the decision will be issued from the management module. The strategies will transform to the readable orders in the part discussed in Section III-D and the routing in Section III-B, and the deployment in Section III-C. Then, the equipment of the network layer will do the actions as the strategies.

Of course, the framework is also inspired by the Section III-B, and takes advantage of the CDN and SDN. In the meantime, the functions such as Section III-C could be easily implemented without huge change. As the basis of the framework, the related topics continue to explore, and then categorized into different aspects, where we will introduce the current situation and the future directions.

**A. ARCHITECTURE**

With the current requirements of the environment, the architecture has evolved gradually, as shown in Table 1. From the bottom layer, scalability becomes a problem due to the centralization in SDN. The researchers have studied the distributed model of the controller for the large-scale scene. Lange and Gebert [41] design an optimal deployment for controllers considering the delay, fault tolerance, and load balancing, then solve the problems through heurisitc
algorithms. And Li and Guan [108] design a parameter optimization model based on heuristic algorithms.

The upper layer always has more variations than the network layer. Although the upper layer does not exit the bottleneck, cooperation is the trend for scalability. And The Inter-CDN layer in SDCDN is an example for this. IETF defined the conception of CDNI (content delivery networks interconnection) [80] as shown in Fig.6. CDNI (Content Delivery Networks Interconnection) is an IETF standard that defines a series of interfaces. This standard enables upstream CDNs (uCDNs) to delegate requests to downstream CDNs (dCDNs). Open Caching is a special use case of CDNI. Content providers or commercial CDN servers are generally used as uCDNs, while a caching layer in an ISP is used as a dCDN. CDNI needs to define how to access the content required in the content distribution process such as source, authentication rules, and transmission through configuration file metadata. In Open Caching, metadata is included to define the request routing method, the capacity in the transmission process, the cache capacity and other information. In a content distribution system, efficient CDN metadata exchange between different parts is the key to achieve efficient interoperability.

Turrini [81] analyzes the architecture of CDNI from its outline, implementation, and evaluation. The advantages of cooperation satisfy more needs from clients, and the outstanding is more closet servers to choose from so that it could provide lower delay service with higher quality. In general, the architecture of CDNI takes a semi-centralized distributed manner based on a star topology, and the protocol is called RIEPS (Routing IEP for Star topology). Namely, there is a role of traditional CDN among the cooperative parts to do the register, passing, and so on. Mowla and Doh [83] improve the CDNI security by using a model that all possible forms of DDoS attack can be classified and defended. This model can significantly improve the accuracy of detecting the DDoS by using SVM and logic regression. Thus the security of the CDNI can be enhanced.

As for another architecture for cooperation CDNs, Buyya and Pathan [82] propose a Virtual Organization peering CDN called CSDN. CSDN guarantees the quality of service based on SLA negotiation, and solves the problem of logic separation. A virtual organization (VO) model is proposed to form csdn, which not only shares Web servers in its own network, but also shares with other csdns. In order to encourage different CDN providers to carry out continuous resource sharing and peer-to-peer arrangements at the global level, they use the market-based model in resource allocation and management. This inspiration comes from their successful use of autonomous resource management, especially in the global network. Fig.7 shows the architecture of such a system, and the following sections describe its main elements. The module for service registry and coordination part exits in the VO, and the VO contains the protocol and sharing information for individuals and groups.

If we consider the single CDN, the architecture is changing and explored by many researchers now, from our familiar hybrid CDN and P2P to the one we will discuss. Ganjam and Siddiqui [58] separate the CDN into two parts. One is the decision layer; the other is a model layer. The local information is provided for the decision layer to conclude a real-time result, then uploaded to the model layer to make an optimal global decision, then the decision will act on the local. This ensures the diversity of the policy for individuals and gives a global view. Alasaad and Gopalakrishnan [59] relieve the pressure of edge servers in CDN so to decrease the cost of buying and maintaining, and then they created a role of helper to aid the basic architecture when the number of edge servers is not enough to guarantee the QoS, the helper will be the direct transmitter. Ma and Wang [60] add the smart routers into the basic architecture of CDN, and this will push the content closer to the clients. This research introduces the protocols, workflow, scheduling and cache strategies for the smart router, then evaluates the response time and explains the reasons for influencing the cache.
The framework SDCDN considers the cooperation between CDNs, and the scalability of the software-defined network. It supports the extension and needs no modification for the general framework. Xinli and Cheng [99] address the advantages of combining CDN with SDN. Ibrar et al. [137] propose a sdn-based cdn architecture aiming to decouple the control plane from the forwarding plane for flexibility and programmability in using the centralized controller. Tran et al. [19] propose a architecture that promotes the collaboration between ISP and CDN via SDN.

Generally speaking, SDCDN structures can be divided into two categories: centralized structures and distributed structures. With the increasing traffic, distributed architecture is becoming more and more important. A feasible research direction is the combination of cdn and blockchain. First of all, the application scenarios of blockchain are generally limited to multi-layer and multi range fields, which is consistent with the three-layer architecture of content distribution network and the characteristics of large coverage. Secondly, blockchain technology can fundamentally solve the coupling problem between CDN architecture systems and business systems, as well as between platforms at all levels. Finally, the characteristics of blockchain decentralization and openness provide a theoretical basis for building a blockchain based CDN platform.

**B. ROUTINE**

The purpose of routing is to respond quickly so that to optimize the forwarding path. Due to the characteristic of SDN, the routing path is programmed to change dynamically. Thus, the parameters to adjust the path appear more. This is also the combination problem to give an optimization plan.

The current work in Fig.8 starts with traffic engineering and optimization algorithms such as load balancing. First, specific to SDN, Al-Fares and Radhakrishnan [35] propose a flow scheduling system as Hedera to deal with the scheduling for multi-level switches and compute the non-conflict paths for the flow. Ishimori and Farias [36] transform the FIFO for dealing with packets to the plan for multi-packets based on a Linux kernel called QoSFlow. Selin and Tekalp [37] propose a p2p-CDN service model to save energy by the multi-access edge data center. It finds the minimal power among clusters through monitoring, then assigns the work to link and switch dynamically to satisfy the changing traffic. Sarkar and Rakesh [109] and Zhang and Ma [110] design different algorithms based on various machine learning methods to form a hybrid model to solve the load scheduling issues.

For the cross-domain problem, the problem is classified into IXP [74], [75], [76]. Joshi and Kataoka [79] propose an end-to-end QoS multi-domain mechanism where only binary decisions are reported instead of complete ones to ensure privacy. The underlying architecture consists of distributed SDN controllers, and it introduces two plans for the controller layer to ensure scalability and security.

Load balancing is not a problem to be ignored in many fields. Shi and Li [32] develop a load balancing strategy based on the Openflow protocol. It can classify elephant flows accurately and then execute different schemes to reach the goal of network capacity’s high usage rate. Handel and Seetharaman [33] propose a load balancing system Plug-n-Serve based on Openflow. The system adds and removes the link dynamically by tracking the state to achieve a lower response time by the reassignment. Medhi and Saikia [34] design a model FOIL (Fault-tolerant OpenFlow multi-controller model with ICMP-based lightweight inter-controller) to enhance the scalability and fault tolerance.

Generally, the routing problems could be divided into two, which are algorithms and mechanisms. The basic algorithm is like Round-Robin [47]. Irendram T et al. apply it for server load balancing and implement it with a POX controller and an OpenFlow switch. Suh and Koo [48] chose the replica that minimizes the control traffic. Sumiati and Trisnawan [49] select the edge servers based on the hash function, which also guarantee the load balancing in the system. Liu and Shi [50] design an algorithm to achieve a near-optimal latency to redirect the requests closest to the clients. It took latency as the index to provide the service for the clients. Ardaiz and Freitag [51] extract the service time from the log and chose it as the index to redirect the edge servers. Kumari and Kang [52] introduce the concept of hybrid algorithms and the indexes to choose the edge servers which combine RTT, dropping packets, load balancing, and so on. The mechanisms are often used in CDN, which contain Global Server load balancing, DNS-based request routing [53], HTTP direction [54], URL writing [55], Anycasting [56], and CDN peering [33] [57], and so on. Besides the two parts for routing in CDN, Benchaita and Ghemri-Doudane [70] modify the routing table to add user location and content type items. After the information is received, which include average round trip time, servers’ load, cache hit, and so on, the update process would be performed that this information calculated
the results. In the last, the switches forward as the new routing table. Khare and Zhang [71] trade off the ISP cost and application performance and took the network delay, servers’ load, and system throughput as the indexes of request routing. Compared to the nearest-available routing, the two online and offline algorithms prove them available and respond to emergencies effectively.

Next, we consider the cooperation in the CDNs. Of course, the algorithms and mechanisms of the single CDN could be referred to. But the challenges in the Inter-CDN still contain the request-routing problem, the placement problem, and the accounting problem. Fabra and Cánovas [84] propose CDN brokering to solve the request routing dynamically between CDNs. The CDN brokering system redesign the Intelligent Domain Name Server module, which redirect the requests to the edge server by the load-sensitive regulation. Still, the shortage of it is not applied to CDNI. Pathan and Broberg [85] conclude that choosing the own edge servers was in the first place when the own edge servers could satisfy the clients’ demand. Rodrigues and Fernandes [86] talk about two request routing mechanisms which were interactive and recursive. Amini and Shaikh [87] propose a peering CDN system for multi-providers and a peer selection algorithm based on cost-optimized. Compared to some heuristic algorithms, it is proved better considering latency and limited capacity.

Pathan and Buyya [88] bring in the Hotspot detections module based on the architecture CSDN to deal with the overload problem through the detection module. Then, it designs autonomic resource negotiation to ease the amount of requests. Due to its single angle, the view is incomplete. From the CDN service providers, the network data is often measured indirectly, such as response time, and other specific information of the network layer is difficult to obtain in time. Thus, the information is inaccurate for the decision. And because of this, the decisions still have more space to improve. The SDN providers’ relationship between network information and applications is not so close, so the routing strategies could not match the different circumstances perfectly. Even the state of routing links is well enough, but for the specific live streaming, the circumstance is that the routing path needs to adjust. The tight coupling framework solves this problem effectively.

As the routine and deployment issue are always closely connected, we will discuss the detail of future direction in the next subsection.

C. DEPLOYMENT
This part decides the deployment of servers, the location of caches, and the content in each server, which is shown in Fig.9. The global monitoring and measurement of SDN are essential for the timely assignment together with CDN. Van Adrichem and Doerr [38] propose the OpenNetMon for measuring throughput, delay, and dropping of each flow to justify whether it satisfies the standard quality. Then, it decreases or
adds the forwarding rate through the votes to reduce the load of the network and devices. Tootoonchian et al. [39] design a traffic matrix estimation system called OpenTM that solves the traffic matrix estimation problem by using the information of switches. The algorithm in the system is aimed at which devices should be asked to require information so that the cost was lower and the precision was higher. Chowdhury and Bari [40] propose an SDN/NFV based framework to provide distributed on-demand deployment of network functions, network slicing with service assurance, flexible network function arrangement, and optimized workload distribution.

We summarize the deployment of servers and the location of caches as the placement problem. Due to its long history, we take the classic examples to give the research directions. Li and Golin [66] chose the placement for agent servers of the web from the potential locations, and the traffic assume to be one available. Due to the more fixed location of servers, the trend of placement turns to do the research for the placement of replicas. Yang and Huang [67] model the CDN process through the queuing system and independent Poisson distribution, then they design two heuristic algorithms, Greedy Dropping and Tabu Search, to decrease the delay of requesting. Chen and Katz [68] utilize the distribution of the dissemination tree to place the replica. Under the limited capacity of servers, it guarantees the minimal number of replicas with QoS. Kangasharju and Roberts [69] propose a heuristic algorithm to decrease the time for obtaining the content, which reduces the number of crossed-AS. Tran and Hoceini [72] consider three angles in CDN together: the network conditions, the states of servers, and the score by users in choosing the edge servers. Mu and Broadbent [98] propose a user-fairness model based on SDN and CDN, then evaluate three indexes, including video quality, switching impact, and cost efficiency from three aspects which were HAS stream metadata, current client link capacity, and network resource to provision. The three indexes were taken comprehensively to conclude a result to assign the resource to achieve the user-fairness.

When the cases involve the Inter-CDN, the indexes choosing and the incentives are critical. Natalino and de Sousa [91] focus on the efficiency of configuration based on K-best CPP with minimal distance (K-CPP-minD) and then detected critical links to judge the enforceability of the solution. Takamasa and Pannu [92] try to solve the data loss issue by a micro cloud-based way that uploaded the content to different member devices. Yan and Chen [93] built a model of Inter-CDN based on the deep reinforcement learning and propose a replication algorithm based on popularity distribution. Recently, as the video traffic has been increased significantly, information-centric networking (ICN) has emerged and some new deployment approaches have been proposed: X.Han and Chen [128] propose a new architecture to deploy...
the server with minimum cost, where caching and routing are separated to enhance the feasibility of the ICN. Kim and Kim [129] propose a solution that uses SVD and QR-factorization that turn the traffic matrix of the network to lower-rank one to reduce the computation time, traffic overhead, and energy consumption. Badshah et al. [130] also propose a method that deploys multiple cache servers based on joint optimization of multiple parameters to solve the traffic issues in ICN.

If we take a global view of the network and application layers, we could find the optimal solution for both parts. The general cases are to deploy the equipment or replica at minimal cost and less quantity. Whether we could make the switches and servers achieve the optimal deployment that is a good question. For various scenes in the multimedia field, the deployment of the switches could support the delivery and relieve the part of work for the replica servers. In the meantime, the deployment of the replica servers also needs to consider the circumstance of routing. Thus, the cooperation results benefit both parts and give a more suitable plan for the deployment.

As for future direction, deployment issue could always be important because a good deployment strategy can reduce the repeated traffic in the link and shorten the transmission path, it can also relieve the traffic pressure of the Internet, reduce the load of the source server, and improve the service quality and reliability of the content provider. Here we want to propose two directions that are involved with two scenarios recently emerging: 1. Hybrid SDN [136]. Hybrid sdn refers to a system with both traditional and sdn devices. It is critical to improve the interaction efficiency between the two types of devices. 2. Cloud computing. Cloud computing can realize unified network scheduling and sharing of computing resources network, storage and computing. What kind of deployment strategy should be adopted is still under research.

D. INTEROPERABILITY BETWEEN THE SDN AND CDN

Currently, the main work is to make the strategies simple to perform more directly, including the process from the Intra-CDN layer to the SDN controller layer and the process from the SDN controller layer to the data layer. This part of the work has mostly been done in SDN. Bosshart and Daly [42] improve the Openflow to add the new headers flexibly. They achieve three points: the reassignment for forwarding packets, independent of protocols as forwarding, and the functions independent of hardware. Wang and An [100] present a high-level language for programming distributed collections of network switches and evaluate its performance in several industrial scenarios. Arashloo and Koral [43] propose a centralized programming model SNAP, which modifies a big switch. The role of the big switch was responsible for forwarding packets to multi-switches, so the modification on the big switch was convenient to broadcast quickly. The SNAP solves the problems about how to distribute and assign the packets by modeling the process of input and output to optimize the results and states.

To further solve the issue of interoperability, there are two directions that can be further studied: 1. The programming way. As the API of SDN is low-level, it is hard for people to check or set the configuration, so a high-level programming language could solve this problem to a large extent. It can help people easily check the configuration and the situation of the system even with the way of visualization, and write the protocol could also be easily. What’s more, some common methods can be written into library. 2. The middleware way could also help this issue from the bottom of the system. Faced with problems such as discrete data, difficult operation and low system matching. It can provide convenient service interaction and computing capabilities for the development of upper application software, and shorten the development cycle, and also save the system resources of the application itself and reduce the running cost.

E. THE APPLICATIONS OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS IN SDN-BASED CDN

With the rise and maturity of machine learning technology, any fields try to integrate machine learning, including SD-CDN. One direction is to analysis the video quality, popularity, and clients’ behavior of the content. The basis depends on the realistic platform, just like Netflix, Hulu, and so on, to make the data more convincing. Thus, we could use the available results to do other research as the data-driven or the trace-driven model. Zhang and Yi [45] inquire about the clients’ behavior, interactive the process for getting the content, video popularity, session length, hot pots, and so on. This gave the inspiration for making strategies and algorithms. Adhikari and Guo [46] analyze the architecture of CDN in Netflix. Netflix want to focus on the delivery process, so it migrates the Data Center to the cloud. Comparing the delivery process, including bandwidth, link rate, and the selection for edge servers considering geometry, capacity, and type of content in the three CDN service providers, which were Akamai, Limelight, and level-3, it concludes the most critical indexes to the quality. Li and Wu [77] measure the download rate from ISP, temporal effects, and geometry in the PPTV VOD system to research the delivery process and give a strategy to improve the download effectively. Zhang and Liu [78] research the hybrid loose coupling architecture of VOD in Xunlei, then introduce its deployment, cache strategies, and special dual-server mechanism to increase the play rate at first.

Due to the focus on machine learning, especially deep learning, more and more video analysis has emerged. The research topics are not limited to prediction, and it focuses more on finding the problems and solving them in the automation way [101], [111], [112], [113].

Federated learning is another direction of the integration between machine learning and SD-CDN. Federated learning is a new distributed machine learning method, which has attracted much attention recently because of its high matching
characteristics with SDN distributed systems. Its workflow is to distribute the training task from the central server to each client. After receiving the task, the client only returns the trained model instead of the training data. Finally, the central server generates models according to the model uploaded by each client [117], [118], [119].

In general, federated learning will benefit SDCDN structure in two ways: 1. It can improve the safety of the system and help protect the privacy of clients. Zhang et al. [120] state that since only the parameters of the model are sent to the center server while the data of certain client is only stored in itself, the safety of data can be guaranteed. Li and Wu [127] also propose a way to protect the system from adaptive poisoning attacks based on federated learning. 2. It can also help reduce the pressure of the central server. Traditionally, central server usually takes most tasks and clients are only responsible for receiving contents, with federated learning [121], [122] that clients would also store and analyze data, the memory of central server can be saved and the pressure of it would also be lower.

While it still has some problems and challenges. Federated learning has certain requirements on the equipment of the client because it has to undertake certain storage and computing tasks. In addition, for large international content providers, they need to update the communication protocols of the devices and servers to achieve the task of Federated learning. This will not only generate huge costs, but also create potential security threats. Ma and Liao [123] propose that the main challenges are: 1. Incentive mechanisms. 2. Security and privacy. 3. Global model aggregation.

According to the characteristics of machine learning. Three future directions are practical: 1. Data analysis and model training, with the large amount data distributed to different clients and the ability to record this information through SDN, these data can be fully used. For example, it can be used to predict what kind of movies or tv series could be more popular. And through this process, network virtualization in SDN-based CDN can also be achieved. It can also used to train models, with the video stream or pictures, the model of pattern recognition can be fully trained in this process. 2. Self-control system. With the rise of multi-layer neural networks, computers can surpass humans in tasks in many fields like alphaGo and OpenAI. So a self-control system that can intelligently doing the task of content distribute is possible, although it may consume a lot of time and money.

F. STANDARDIZATION

The research on SDN characteristics has become the focus of the research on building the next generation network. ONF has issued a series of standardization recommendations and related protocols and technical standards for the next generation network system [131]. In its work, the architecture is divided into three planes: data transmission plane, control plane and application plane. The southbound interface protocol is used between the controller and the switch [132], the communication between the controller and the application plane allows users to customize development according to actual needs, which is also one of the conditions conducive to building a software defined content distribution network. This new infrastructure has been widely concerned and practiced in the industry and academia. The GENI project in the United States, the FIRE project in Europe, the JGN2plus project in Japan, and the SOFIA project in China have successively studied the next generation network. Currently, the typical work achievements include openFlow, 4D [133], Ethane [134], and ForCES.

Another important architecture is I2RS developed by IETF. The core idea of the Routing System Interface (I2RS) Working Group is to open a new interface based on the current routing and forwarding system of traditional network equipment to communicate with the external control layer. The external control layer dynamically sends routing status and policies to each device through the events, topology changes, traffic statistics and other information feed back by the device. The existing management protocols NETCONF and YANG of IETF are selected to realize the opening of the routing system. At present, the I2RS working group has completed most of the data models of the routing information base (RIB) and topology, and is discussing the protocol improvement of NETCONF.

When it comes to the standardization of next generation network, two directions are practical: 1. 5G standardization. Compared with 4G network, the innovative development of 5G network architecture, the three application directions and application scenarios of enhanced mobile bandwidth (eMBB), large-scale Internet of Things (mMTC), and ultra-high reliability ultra-low delay communication (uRLLC) of 5G network pose new challenges to the technical capabilities, evolution and carrying demands of optical transmission network. In this context, research and analysis of standardization in 5G mobile communication network architecture will play a positive role in further improving data flow, communication performance, etc. 2. Another similar direction is the next-generation wireless networks (NWN), with the development of IoT, the standardization of it is also important.

G. CROSS-CUTTING APPROACHES

First, we take some research as examples for other problems in SDCDN. Many researchers have paid the topic of choosing the ISP a lot of attention. Gao and Wang [94] solve how to select the ISP by Content Providers based on the peering agreement and design a heuristic algorithm to solve the policy-aware peering, which was an NP-complete problem. Maillé and Simon [95] mainly chose the index of revenue to select the ISP and the cache strategies. Meanwhile, it adds the content popularities to guarantee the QoS to get an optimization through the Lagrangian theory.

Next, the coordination problem between the network layers has been unsolved. Elkotob et al. [96] propose an architecture to coordinate the DWDM layer and network layer based on
the video multicast optimized tree to achieve higher effectiveness and lower delay. Or differentiating the CDN used a tool like Akhtar and Hussain [97] develop, it made a difference from the index of user-perceived, then it compares time, location, and performance. So the tool could recognize the different CDN.

The following researches cover many angles which have been mentioned in former sections. Ren and Chan [61] combine delay for the replication, selection, and storage to justify whether the replica needs to be reassigned. Gamehi and Analoui [62] propose a truthful profit-maximizing auction algorithm to choose the edge server. The algorithm decide the range of sharing among peers, and the cost of selecting an edge server is also considered to increase the profit of P2P and decrease the cost of CDN. Torres-Cruz and Rivero-Angeles [73] formulate a comprehensive network to get an optimized result by considering the feature of service, attributes of the network, and behavior of the users.

Finally, other problems related to SDCDN may occur, such as security [65], [114], wireless and updating cache. These also need to combine with current development for SDN and CDN, respectively.

Above all the cross-cutting approaches, the security issue is most concerned as its security architecture design has become an important basis for judging whether the system can be delivered for use. Here we propose two practical directions: 1. Data leakage and malicious data modification. In the OpenFlow switch, it is specified that each input packet must match the record in the flow table item. If the matching fails, it will be discarded or packaged as a packet_in message and sent to the controller. Thus, the attacker can judge the approximate time required for each action by analyzing the time of a packet. In addition, attackers can also determine the configuration of more switches by carefully forging packets. With this information, attackers can forge the same type of packets to launch flooding attacks. Another data leakage is reflected in some sensitive information (such as passwords and permissions) in the system. Once such information is disclosed, the security of SDN will be threatened. How to reduce or avoid the security risks caused by data leakage and malicious data modification in SDN-based CDN is an urgent problem to be solved in the future. 2. Identity recognition. Identity recognition has always been an important research topic in the field of network security. Juniper and other companies point out that the current traditional network security problems mainly come from the weak network identification [135]. Similarly, SDCDN has the same problem.

**IV. POTENTIAL RESEARCH DIRECTIONS**

According to the previous introduction, we conclude 10 potential research directions where researchers can conduct researches to improve the performance of SDCDN.

**A. OPTIMIZING SDN-BASED CDN ROUTING ALGORITHMS**

CDN routing algorithms play a crucial role in determining the most optimal path for content delivery to end-users. With the introduction of SDN-based CDN, there is a need to optimize the existing routing algorithms to accommodate the dynamic network topology and SDN controller’s ability to improve the network’s behavior. The SDN controller can use real-time network information to make informed routing decisions, making SDN-based CDN more efficient than traditional CDNs.

To optimize SDN-based CDN routing algorithms, researchers can conduct several research directions. For example, researchers can explore the use of machine learning algorithms to predict network traffic patterns and predict future traffic demands. By predicting traffic demands, the SDN controller can adjust the routing algorithms to direct traffic to the most efficient paths, reducing network congestion and improving end-users’ QoE.

Another research direction is the use of advanced traffic engineering techniques such as traffic splitting, traffic aggregation, and traffic rerouting to optimize SDN-based CDN routing algorithms. For instance, traffic splitting enables the SDN controller to split traffic between multiple paths, while traffic aggregation enables the SDN controller to aggregate multiple traffic flows into a single path, reducing network congestion.

Researchers can also explore the use of dynamic routing algorithms that can adjust the routing paths based on the real-time network conditions. For instance, researchers can explore the use of algorithms that can detect network congestion and reroute traffic to less congested paths, improving network performance and end-users’ QoE.

**B. INTEGRATING SDN AND AI IN CDN MANAGEMENT**

CDN management is a complex task that requires monitoring, control, and optimization of various resources such as cache servers, network links, and load balancing. The integration of SDN and AI has the potential to improve CDN management by providing more intelligent, automated, and efficient solutions. In this direction, research can be conducted to develop algorithms that integrate SDN and AI to manage different aspects of CDN, such as cache placement, load balancing, and network optimization.

One research direction in this area could be to develop AI-based load balancing algorithms that are integrated with the SDN controller. These algorithms can learn from past traffic patterns and predict future traffic demands to optimize the distribution of traffic across the network. Another research direction could be to use AI to optimize the placement of cache servers in the network. AI algorithms can analyze the traffic patterns and user behavior to determine the optimal placement of cache servers to reduce latency and improve user experience.

In addition, AI can also be used to monitor network traffic and detect anomalies and security threats. An AI-based security system can analyze traffic patterns to identify potential security threats and take corrective actions to mitigate them. AI can also be used to optimize the CDN routing policies based on real-time network conditions. This can include...
dynamically routing traffic around congested network links or optimizing the use of network resources based on the application’s QoS requirements.

Another research direction could be to integrate SDN and AI to optimize the use of different CDN technologies, such as video streaming and content pre-fetching. AI can be used to predict the user’s viewing habits and dynamically adjust the video quality to optimize the viewing experience. Similarly, AI can be used to pre-fetch content based on user behavior, network conditions, and device capabilities, to reduce latency and improve the user experience.

Overall, the integration of SDN and AI in CDN management has the potential to improve the performance, reliability, and security of CDN services. By developing intelligent algorithms that are integrated with the SDN controller, CDN providers can optimize the use of network resources, reduce latency, and improve user experience.

**C. IMPLEMENTING SDN-BASED CDNs FOR IoT APPLICATIONS**

The rapid growth of IoT has led to an increase in the volume and diversity of data generated by IoT devices. This has created a need for efficient and scalable CDNs to handle the increased traffic generated by these devices. SDN-based CDNs have the potential to address these challenges by providing programmable network infrastructure that can be dynamically reconfigured to meet changing traffic demands.

One area of research in this direction is to investigate the integration of SDN and CDNs in IoT applications. This involves developing SDN-based CDN architectures that are optimized for IoT traffic patterns, such as the large number of devices generating small amounts of data. SDN can be used to dynamically route traffic based on the location and type of IoT devices, while CDNs can be used to cache and deliver content closer to end-users. AI-based techniques can also be used to predict traffic patterns and optimize network resources for better performance.

Another research direction is to investigate the security implications of SDN-based CDNs for IoT applications. IoT devices are often vulnerable to attacks due to their limited processing power and security features. SDN-based CDNs can provide an additional layer of security by allowing traffic to be dynamically rerouted in response to security threats. However, this also introduces new security risks, such as the possibility of an attacker exploiting vulnerabilities in the SDN controller to gain control of the network. Research in this area can focus on developing secure SDN-based CDN architectures for IoT applications.

In all, the integration of SDN and CDNs in IoT applications has the potential to provide significant benefits, including improved network scalability, reliability, and security. However, further research is needed to develop efficient and secure SDN-based CDN architectures optimized for IoT traffic patterns.

**D. SECURING SDN-BASED CDNs**

Securing SDN-based CDNs is a critical area of research, given the sensitive nature of the data being transmitted over CDNs. Researchers can explore several directions in this area, including:

1. Designing secure SDN-based CDN architectures: Researchers can explore the design of secure CDN architectures using SDN. This would involve identifying potential security threats and designing architectures that can mitigate these threats.

2. Developing secure SDN-based CDN protocols: Researchers can develop secure protocols for SDN-based CDNs to ensure that data is securely transmitted over the network. This would involve developing secure routing and communication protocols that can resist various types of attacks.

3. Identifying and mitigating SDN-based CDN vulnerabilities: Researchers can identify potential vulnerabilities in SDN-based CDNs and develop mitigation strategies to address these vulnerabilities. This would involve developing techniques for detecting and preventing attacks such as DDoS, malware, and data theft.

4. Incorporating blockchain technology in SDN-based CDNs: Researchers can explore the integration of blockchain technology in SDN-based CDNs to enhance security. This would involve exploring the potential benefits of blockchain technology, such as decentralization and immutability, in securing CDNs.

5. Developing intrusion detection and prevention systems for SDN-based CDNs: Researchers can develop intrusion detection and prevention systems specifically for SDN-based CDNs. This would involve developing techniques for detecting and preventing various types of attacks, such as DDoS and malware attacks.

6. Applying machine learning and AI techniques for securing SDN-based CDNs: Researchers can explore the application of machine learning and AI techniques for securing SDN-based CDNs. This would involve developing algorithms that can detect and prevent attacks in real-time.

7. Studying the impact of SDN on CDN security: Researchers can study the impact of SDN on the security of CDNs. This would involve analyzing the various security threats that can arise as a result of SDN and developing strategies to mitigate these threats.

Securing SDN-based CDNs is a crucial area of research that requires the development of innovative and effective techniques for ensuring the security and privacy of data transmitted over CDNs.

**E. ENABLING SDN-BASED CDNs FOR DYNAMIC CONTENT**

CDNs have traditionally been designed to deliver static content, such as images, videos, and web pages, efficiently and reliably. However, as more dynamic and interactive content is being generated and consumed on the internet, SDN-based CDNs must adapt to support the delivery of such content.
One method is to explore ways to enable SDN-based CDNs for dynamic content. This includes designing efficient caching algorithms that can effectively cache and deliver dynamic content. One approach is to use techniques such as delta encoding and differential compression to reduce the amount of data that needs to be transferred. Another approach is to use more sophisticated caching strategies that can cache different parts of a dynamic page separately.

Another method is to explore ways to optimize SDN-based CDNs for real-time streaming applications. This involves designing intelligent load balancing and routing algorithms that can ensure high quality of service for real-time streams. This can be achieved by dynamically selecting the best edge servers to serve the stream, based on factors such as available bandwidth, network latency, and server load.

Finally, researchers can also explore ways to enable SDN-based CDNs for personalized content delivery. This involves designing algorithms that can intelligently personalize the content delivered to each user, based on their preferences, past behavior, and other factors. This can be achieved by using machine learning techniques to analyze user data and generate personalized recommendations for content delivery.

F. INTEGRATING SDN-BASED CDNs WITH EDGE COMPUTING
SDN-based CDNs can be integrated with edge computing to enable content delivery at the edge, closer to the end-users. Edge computing refers to the processing of data and computation at the edge of the network, closer to where the data is generated, rather than transmitting the data back to a central data center. By integrating SDN-based CDNs with edge computing, the content can be delivered to the users faster with lower latency, reducing the load on the core network and improving the overall user experience.

So it could be to explore the optimal placement of CDN nodes at the edge to maximize the efficiency of the CDN while minimizing the cost of deploying and maintaining the nodes. This could involve developing algorithms for determining the optimal number of nodes and their placement based on user demand, traffic patterns, and available resources.

Another research direction could be to investigate the use of SDN-based CDNs to support emerging edge computing applications, such as smart cities, autonomous vehicles, and industrial IoT. In these applications, the CDN could be used to distribute content and data to edge devices in real-time, enabling more efficient and effective data processing and analysis.

Finally, researchers could also explore the security implications of integrating SDN-based CDNs with edge computing. With edge computing, data is processed and stored closer to the end-users, making it more vulnerable to cyber attacks. Thus, there is a need for developing secure SDN-based CDN architectures that can protect data and applications at the edge, while also providing efficient content delivery.

G. OPTIMIZING SDN-BASED CDN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
CDNs consume a significant amount of energy due to their large-scale infrastructure and high demand for data processing and transfer. Therefore, optimizing the energy efficiency of SDN-based CDNs is a crucial research direction.

Obviously, one way to achieve energy efficiency is to minimize the number of active servers while maintaining high-quality content delivery. This can be done by optimizing the placement of cache servers in SDN-based CDNs. Researchers can explore new caching strategies that enable dynamic server allocation, content migration, and smart routing to minimize energy consumption while maximizing user experience. Another strategy is to use energy-efficient hardware components, such as low-power processors, network interface cards, and solid-state drives.

Researchers can also design SDN-based CDNs that support energy harvesting technologies. Energy harvesting allows the system to extract energy from the environment (e.g., solar, wind, or thermal) to power the infrastructure. Therefore, energy harvesting can reduce the reliance on the power grid and minimize the carbon footprint of the CDN. We can investigate the feasibility of integrating energy harvesting into SDN-based CDNs and evaluate the trade-off between energy efficiency and performance.

Furthermore, SDN-based CDNs can leverage machine learning algorithms to predict user behavior and network traffic patterns, allowing the system to adapt to changes in demand and reduce energy consumption. Researchers can develop predictive models that incorporate various parameters such as user location, content popularity, and network congestion to optimize energy consumption. Additionally, SDN-based CDNs can use intelligent resource allocation and load balancing techniques to minimize energy consumption while ensuring optimal content delivery.

In summary, optimizing SDN-based CDN energy efficiency requires a multi-disciplinary approach that combines network design, hardware optimization, energy harvesting, and machine learning. Researchers can explore new techniques and algorithms to improve energy efficiency while maintaining high-quality content delivery.

H. IMPROVING SDN-BASED CDN QoS
Improving quality of service (QoS) is an important research direction in SDN-based CDN. In traditional CDNs, QoS is often ensured by replicating content across multiple servers and using load balancing algorithms. However, in SDN-based CDNs, QoS can be improved by leveraging the centralized control provided by SDN.

One possible approach to improving QoS in SDN-based CDNs is to use software-defined traffic engineering. This involves dynamically allocating network resources based on the traffic patterns and the service-level agreements (SLAs) defined for different applications. By dynamically adjusting network resources, SDN-based CDNs can ensure that the most critical applications get the resources they need, while less critical applications are allocated fewer resources.
Another approach to improving QoS in SDN-based CDNs is to use machine learning algorithms to predict traffic patterns and adjust network resources accordingly. This involves collecting and analyzing data on network traffic and user behavior to identify patterns and predict future traffic demands. By using machine learning algorithms, SDN-based CDNs can optimize resource allocation to ensure that QoS requirements are met even under changing traffic conditions.

In addition, SDN-based CDNs can use adaptive streaming techniques to improve QoS for video streaming applications. Adaptive streaming involves dynamically adjusting the quality of the video stream based on the available network resources and the user’s device capabilities. By using SDN to dynamically allocate network resources and machine learning algorithms to predict traffic patterns, SDN-based CDNs can optimize adaptive streaming to ensure that users receive the best possible viewing experience.

Overall, improving QoS is an important research direction in SDN-based CDN, and there are many approaches that can be used to achieve this goal. By leveraging the centralized control provided by SDN and using advanced algorithms and techniques, SDN-based CDNs can ensure that users receive high-quality services even under changing traffic conditions.

I. DESIGNING SDN-BASED CDNs FOR 5G NETWORKS
The advent of 5G networks has brought forth numerous opportunities for research in the field of SDN-based CDNs. In this section, we will discuss some research directions for designing SDN-based CDNs for 5G networks.

1. Dynamic network slicing: 5G networks are expected to support dynamic network slicing, which involves dividing the network into multiple virtual networks to provide customized services to different applications. Research can be conducted to explore how SDN-based CDNs can leverage network slicing to provide efficient content delivery to specific applications.

2. Mobile edge computing (MEC): With the emergence of 5G networks, MEC is becoming increasingly popular. SDN-based CDNs can leverage MEC to provide low-latency content delivery to mobile devices. Research can be conducted to explore how SDN-based CDNs can be integrated with MEC to provide seamless content delivery to mobile devices.

3. Network function virtualization (NFV): 5G networks support NFV, which involves virtualizing network functions such as routing, load balancing, and caching. Research can be conducted to explore how SDN-based CDNs can be integrated with NFV to provide efficient content delivery.

4. Multi-access edge computing (MEC) and SDN: MEC provides a distributed computing architecture that extends cloud computing capabilities to the edge of the network. By leveraging SDN-based CDNs, MEC can provide a seamless content delivery experience to end-users.

5. Network slicing and SDN-based CDNs: Network slicing allows for the creation of multiple virtual networks on top of a physical infrastructure, with each slice customized to meet the specific requirements of a particular application or service. SDN-based CDNs can leverage network slicing to provide optimized content delivery to different applications.

6. QoS in SDN-based CDNs: QoS is an essential aspect of CDNs. With the emergence of 5G networks, SDN-based CDNs need to be optimized to provide QoS guarantees to end-users. Research can be conducted to explore how SDN-based CDNs can be optimized to provide QoS guarantees in a 5G environment.

7. Multi-access edge computing (MEC) and SDN: MEC provides a distributed computing architecture that extends cloud computing capabilities to the edge of the network. By leveraging SDN-based CDNs, MEC can provide a seamless content delivery experience to end-users.

8. Network slicing and SDN-based CDNs: Network slicing allows for the creation of multiple virtual networks on top of a physical infrastructure, with each slice customized to meet the specific requirements of a particular application or service. SDN-based CDNs can leverage network slicing to provide optimized content delivery to different applications.

9. Energy efficiency in SDN-based CDNs: The increased demand for content delivery in 5G networks implies a higher energy consumption. Research can be conducted to explore how SDN-based CDNs can be optimized to minimize energy consumption while still providing efficient content delivery.

10. Load balancing and SDN-based CDNs: Load balancing is a critical aspect of content delivery networks. Research can be conducted to explore how SDN-based CDNs can leverage load balancing to provide efficient content delivery in a 5G environment.

J. EVALUATING SDN-BASED CDN PERFORMANCE
SDN-based CDNs have shown great potential in improving the performance of content delivery networks. However, there is still a need to evaluate their performance in different scenarios and configurations. This research direction involves conducting comprehensive performance evaluations of SDN-based CDNs to identify their strengths and limitations.

One aspect of performance evaluation is to measure the throughput, latency, and packet loss of SDN-based CDNs under various loads and network conditions. This involves simulating different network topologies and traffic patterns to analyze how SDN-based CDNs perform in different scenarios. Another aspect of performance evaluation is to assess the scalability of SDN-based CDNs by testing their ability to handle increasing amounts of traffic and the number of connected clients.

Furthermore, performance evaluation can also involve measuring the energy efficiency and resource utilization of SDN-based CDNs. This can help identify ways to optimize the energy consumption of SDN-based CDNs, which is critical for their sustainability and cost-effectiveness.

To evaluate the performance of SDN-based CDNs, researchers can use various tools and methodologies such as simulation tools, testbeds, and real-world experiments. The results of these evaluations can provide insights into how to
improve the design and implementation of SDN-based CDNs for better performance and scalability.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we summarize the characteristics and problems of SDCDN architecture which could be widely used in social networks, live streaming, VOD and so on. To face the amount of traffic, the architecture combines the advantages of SDN with CDN to decrease the delay and guarantee the quality. After introducing the trajectory and development of similar related researches, we conclude the eight related domains for the breathing of the aspects in the SDCDN that there exists many angles even for the one domain. These will not only inspire the researchers, but also will be our next steps that holds for future work.
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